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“…[C]ritical thinking is the general term given to a wide
range of cognitive skills and intellectual dispositions
needed to effectively identify, analyze, and evaluate
arguments and truth claims; to discover and overcome
personal prejudices and biases; to formulate and present
convincing reasons in support of conclusions; and to make
reasonable, intelligent decisions about what to believe and
what to do.” —Bassham et al., Critical thinking: A student’s
introduction, 2008
A CALL FOR CRITICAL 
THINKING ?
At its core, critical thinking is a purposeful mental activity that takes something 
apart, via analysis (answers HOW?), and evaluates (answers WHY?) it on the 
basis of an intellectual standard.  
There is a crucial difference between showing why something is the case (an 





Goal: Students will be able 
to apply critical thinking.
1] The student shows how something is the case (an 
analysis).  A “how” question asks how are things done? 
What are the parts involved?  This allows the student to 
identify-the-parts. 
2] The student shows why something is the case (an 
evaluation).  A “why” question asks why are these things 
done? Why are these parts involved?  This allows the 
student to connect-the-parts.
3] The student shows via critical thinking how both point #1 
(an analysis) and point #2 (an evaluation) may be combined 









What is the belief? (What is the claim? What is the conclusion? What is the hypothesis?)
(ii) SKEPTICISM:
Are there reasons to doubt the belief? (For those engaged in the process of the acquisition of
scientific knowledge, there must be the realization that our beliefs and/or opinions do not
always correspond with reality)
(iii) CRITICAL THINKING (Analysis + Evaluation):
a) Analysis:
1. What is the argument for the belief?
2. What is the conclusion? (What is being claimed?)
3. What are the premise(s)? (What is the evidence?)
4. TRUTH: Are the premises true?
b) Evaluation:
1. How good is the argument?
2. How good is the conclusion? (How good is the claim?)
3. How good are the premise(s)? (How good is the evidence?)
4. Does the argument meet the burden of proof?
5. Is there relevant information that is missing?






The Problem of Teaching Science (As Carl Sagan once noted) 
“If we teach only the findings and products of science—no matter how 
useful and even inspiring they may be—without communicating its 




Let’s focus on critical thinking as it may be applied to the claims of climate change 
(as a model) so that the educator may deal directly and systematically with 
students’ misconceptions and resistance to modern science.
https://www.courierpress.com/story/news/2020/04/25/evansvilles-james-macleods-cartoon-
covid-19-protesters/3028455001/
CRITICAL THINKING APPLIED TO 
THE CLAIMS ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE
Consider, for instance, a student challenging climate change in a science class, 
introducing the belief for discussion: we cannot today reliably determine past climate 
carbon dioxide levels dating back hundreds of thousands of years.





Are there reasons to doubt the belief? 
The problem here is that for some in the general public, paleoclimatology and
geology, as historical sciences, are typically not considered to be reliable sources of
knowledge that can be regarded as more suitable than others (e.g., chemistry or
physics)—as the most appropriate point of departure for scientific inquiry or
confirmation. This is because humans were not there in the ancient/prehistoric
past to carry out experiments to confirm or falsify the science. To be sure,
[h]istorical sciences like cosmology, geology, and evolutionary biology do not fit the
naïve view of scientists proposing scientific theories and then carrying out
experiments to confirm or falsify them. Experiments are impossible and empirical
data is hard to obtain and fragmentary. However, this does not mean that these
fields are not scientific, and that their theories do not need to conform to the
definition of scientific theories. It does mean that predictions become retrodictions
and that a long time may pass between the proposal of a theory and the availability
of data to check its retrodictions.
Ben-Ari, Just a theory: Exploring the nature of science, 197.   
SKEPTICISM (Cont’d):
Are there reasons to doubt the belief? 
Accordingly, we may doubt the entrenched belief (as it has played out in the public
sphere) that we cannot today reliably determine past climate carbon dioxide
levels dating back hundreds of thousands of years because one is appealing to the
naïve view that scientists must all do the same things to do science. So, for
instance, one may be assuming that climatologists (like all other legitimate
scientists) must propose scientific theories (that can only predict effects in the
future) and then carry out experiments in the present (on the basis of empirical
data obtainable in the present) to confirm or falsify them. Nevertheless,…not all
scientists do the same kinds of things—some experiment, others don’t, some do
field observations, others develop theories. Compare what chemists, theoretical
physicists, zoologists, and paleontologists do.
Therefore, although it is true that humans were not there in the ancient past to
carry out experiments to confirm or falsify climate carbon dioxide levels, scientists
can look backward for indirect evidence so that…predictions become retrodictions
and that a long time may pass between the proposal of a theory and the availability
of data to check its retrodictions.
We can formulate the student’s 
argument for the belief as the following.
(1) If humans were not there in the ancient past to carry out experiments to
confirm or falsify climate carbon dioxide levels, then we cannot today reliably
determine past climate carbon dioxide levels dating back hundreds of thousands
of years.
(2) Humans were not there in the ancient past to carry out experiments to
confirm or falsify climate carbon dioxide levels.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(3) Thus, we cannot today reliably determine past climate carbon dioxide levels
dating back hundreds of thousands of years.
Modus Ponens.




We can analyze and evaluate  the 
student’s argument as the following.
If we let P be Humans were not there in the ancient past to carry
out experiments to confirm or falsify climate carbon dioxide
levels; and, let Q be We cannot today reliably determine past
climate carbon dioxide levels dating back hundreds of thousands
of years, we can see that this is a valid deductive argument with
the logical form called Modus Ponens.




However, although the argument has a valid deductive form, it is 
not sound because premise #1 is false.
Why is premise #1 false?
The premise is not consistent with the direction of climate change research or
evidence.
For instance, as The Earth Observatory notes,
We know about past climates because of evidence left in tree
rings, layers of ice in glaciers, ocean sediments, coral reefs,
and layers of sedimentary rocks. For example, bubbles of air
in glacial ice trap tiny samples of Earth’s atmosphere, giving
scientists a history of greenhouse gases that stretches back
more than 800,000 years. The chemical make-up of the ice
provides clues to the average global temperature.
The Earth Observatory.  2010.  How is today’s warming different from the past? EOS Project Science Office, 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/features/GlobalWarming/page3.php).  
Accessed September 4, 2019.
Scientists can reliably determine past 
climate carbon dioxide levels?
Accordingly, we can argue for the claim that scientists can reliably determine past
climate carbon dioxide levels dating back hundreds of thousands of years as follows.
(1) Tree rings provide reliable evidence about past climates.
(2) Layers of ice in glaciers provide reliable evidence about past climates.
(3) Ocean sediments provide reliable evidence about past climates.
(4) Coral reefs provide reliable evidence about past climates.
(5) Layers of sedimentary rocks provide evidence about past climates.
(6) Ancient rodent waste can give scientists an insight into how climate
changed over time.
(7) Ice cores of ancient ice can reliably tell us about past climates.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(8) Thus, scientists have access to reliable knowledge about past climates.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(9) Therefore, scientists can reliably determine past climate carbon
dioxide levels dating back hundreds of thousands of years.
CONCLUSION
This presentation has highlighted the critical thinking in science that 
engages in a form of methodological skepticism that systematically and 
continuously asks Critical Questions to help the educator to analyze and 
evaluate arguments to help students actively compare their initial 
conceptions (and publicly popular misconceptions) with more fully 
scientific conceptions.
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PROBLEM no. 2
Sometimes we don’t want to think critically.
Math cartoons Collection by Sunny Boy Creations 
(https://www.pinterest.com/modleal/math-cartoons/)
But, poor, or lack of, critical thinking has 
consequences that may impact a group.
World Economic Forum (https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/07/why-do-people-resist-new-
technologies-history-has-answer/)
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